New 2 Town
Kim
Open 24/7
Legal Inquires Only
$200 hr
Call 541-337-5820

Nicole
Fetishes???
Incall/Outcall
Full Service
503 293.7332

Melanie
Horny??
So am I...
let’s get
down and dirty!
24/7
incall/Outcall
503.757-3068

ESKIMO “Mandy” 100%
Best Shower
Show-N-Town
“Cum” Play
“With”
The Cat
24/7
incall-outcall
971-222-9416
Portland, OR - Wash. - Salem

Amber
GFE
Available
Day or
Night
503.252.0023

Vivica
Why waste time with all the rest?
I am the best!
200% Full Service
Independent
Actual Photo
Couples Welcomed
Bachelor Parties, Hotel Specials, Early Bird Specials
971-506-8272
Si Habla Español
After Hours II

with Chase Marie
“porn starlet”
24/7 • Not An Agency
Incall/Outcall
Beautiful, Elegant and Talented
(503) 282-0260 (direct)

Minnie
24/7
in-call/out-call
503-553-9865

Stacy
In-call / Out-call
Always Available
503-408-0751

Sammy
503.255.3823

Luscious Lana
Actual Photo
full-service
Independent
24/7
serious
inquiries
only

503-980-8939
SHE-MALES
TransSexuals
‘Portland’s largest selection of functional She-Males living as women!’
PASSABLE MODELS
HERMAPHRODITE
SUBMISSIVE
DOMINATE
FETISHES
DISCREET & CONFIDENTIAL
222-6969

Rebecca
503 254 4915
Hugs & Kisses
XOXO

Honey
$150
Full Service
503-875-4458

Nicole
5'3" 110 lbs.
34C
28
32
Exotic Rubdowns
24/7 incall/outcall
now servicing PDX & Salem
(971) 227-4067

Alone...So am I...
Call me for your fantasy...
24/7
incall
outcall
Nikkie
503-327-4254

I got what you need!
Autumn
503-287-0485
05/19/2006 04:13 pm

Royal
Massage
Therapy
503-891-9277

Toni
24/7
independent
(503) 254-8693
Melissa
I'm naughty...
What about you??
24/7
incall/outcall

503-757-3068

You know what they say about Redheads....

Rumor
Cum find out!
independent incall/outcall
503.287.2197

Rebecca
independent
503.933.3321

Hot Sexy Blonde
Lacey

Carmen
No-Rip-Offs Honest incall/outcall

503.892.5916
Woodburn Friendly

Your Personal Exotic Dancer
(503) 252-0028

exotic magazine | xmag.com
TO ADVERTISE HERE
CALL 503 827-8018
AUSTIN'S
AFFORDABLE AUTOS

FINANCING PROGRAMS W/ FLEXIBLE TERMS
150 CARS UNDER $250/ MONTH!
NO TAX TO OREGON BUYERS!
OPEN 7 DAYS 10AM-7PM
LOCATION #1
9316 NE HWY 99 • VANCOUVER, WA 98665 • (360) 566-9316

NEW FINANCING OPTIONS AVAILABLE
NO TAX TO OREGON BUYERS!
OPEN 7 DAYS 10AM-7PM
100 CARS UNDER $3000!
LOCATION #2
6810 NE HWY. 99 • VANCOUVER, WA 98665 • (360) 567-CARS
Pornography exists everywhere, of course, but when it comes into societies in which it’s difficult for young men and women to get together and do what young men and women often like doing, it satisfies a more general need....While doing so, it sometimes becomes a kind of standard-bearer for freedom, even civilisation.

Inside Arab Teens you will get access to brand-new Arab girls straight out of Iraq...ready to show you what goes on when you’re not allowed to fuck in public for decades and suddenly you can because Saddam is gone.

—Arab Teens website

PERHAPS THE MOST SIGNIFICANT CULTURAL FALLOUT of September 11, 2001, was the dawning realization that we can no longer ignore the Muslim world and must somehow find it in our hearts to jerk off to their women.

There is no more sexually repressed pooty-tang on earth than Islamic pooty-tang, and thus there is no pooty-tang that’s sexier. Almost everywhere that the Star ‘n’ Crescent hold sway, you’ll find Muslim vaginas squashed under a hairy Quranic thumb. From Malaysia to Bahrain, the hapless babes of Islam get blamed for any sexual savagery that befalls them. Rape victims are routinely slaughtered by relatives seeking to reclaim the family’s dignity through an “honor killing.” Under the Taliban, an Afghan woman was once beaten to death by a mob for accidentally exposing part of her arm. Every year, roughly 2,000 Bangladeshi ladies accused of “indecency” are permanently disfigured after acid is tossed in their faces. Egyptian gals suffer routine clit-clippings. In Saudi Arabia, you’re allowed to kill your bitch merely for talking to another man.

And if you star in a porno in Iran, honey, they’ll stone you to death. Not an angry mob. The government will do it.

To Western reporters such as I, her name remains hidden beneath an invisible metaphoric burqa of secrecy. But in May of 2001, a 35-year-old Iranian woman was ritually washed by guards at Tehran’s Evin prison, swaddled in a white shroud, and buried alive up to her armpits. She was then pelted to death with rocks which, according to the Iranian Penal Code, “should not be too large so that the person dies on being hit by one.
or two of them [but not] so small either that they could not be defined as stones.” Her gruesome demise was the culmination of eight years’ imprisonment after being convicted of starring in a 1993 underground hardcore porno video. The film, described as having a grainy, home-movie quality, was thought to be the first specimen of pornographic cinema filmed in the Islamic Republic of Iran since 1979’s bloody revolution. Although the film makers blacked out the actors’ faces, investigators traced a serial number on a water meter filmed in the background. The hot Iranian twat was arrested, found guilty of “corruption on earth,” and murdered by rocks carefully selected according to government guidelines. No word on what happened to any of the film’s male actors. They were probably among the rock-throwers. Like I said, it sucks being a Muslim woman.

“I didn’t want to insult Islam,” pleaded Amal Kashua as she recovered in a hospital bed after being violently mobbed by Muslims in her Israeli hometown of Tira. A 38-year-old mother of eight and self-described drug addict, Kashua was the female star of 2002’s Yussuf and Fatima, touted by its producers as “the first Israeli-Arab porno.” Yussuf and Fatima’s video box featured the couple posed erotically in front of a minaret. Kashua’s costar and reputed husband, a Palestinian male known only as “Amir,” was also beaten in the attack. “The whole town is satisfied and dissatisfied at once,” said a Tira resident after the mobbing.

“Satisfied at what happened, because we tried to protect our honor, but on the other hand dissatisfied because she didn’t die, nor her husband.” Kashua’s family posted a death decree against their daughter in the town square. “If I could, I would eat them both raw and spit them out,” her brother told Israeli television.

The film’s producer remained upbeat. “Since this whole story over Yussuf and Fatima broke out, we have sold hundreds of copies, most of them in the Arab sector,” he told a reporter. “We may make another Arabic film. It pays.”

Under this cultural exchange, Arabs get to finally see vaginas, and non-Arabs finally get to see Arab vaginas. Everybody wins! The Middle East has the lowest per-capita Internet representation on earth. Even frickin’ Africa has a higher quotient of people logging on. Still, a recent study concluded that 80% of all Internet traffic in Arab countries heads straight for the porn sites. And the mullahs are scrambling to stop it.

Responding to allegations that Asian female attendants were rendering sexual favors to clients at private Internet cubicles, Kuwaiti officials recently shut down 50 Internet cafes. Kuwait also recently outlawed Bluetooth software, alleging that men were using it to trade indecent photos on their camera phones.

In Yemen, all computer screens at Internet cafes must be turned so that the public can view them. If you try to access porn from any computer in the United Arab Emirates, a popup will announce that the site is on the “Emirates Internet Control List” and prohibited from public viewing. All Net traffic in Saudi Arabia passes through anti-porn filters at the King Abdul Aziz City for Science and Technology. In 2000, Saudi officials blocked access to all Yahoo! clubs, responding to reports that frisky Saudi citizens were using the clubs to swap nude snapshots.

Porn is so antithetical to the Islamic consciousness that Western invaders have repeatedly used it as part of their psy-ops programs. For no other apparent purpose than to outrage Muslims, the CIA reputedly hosts several “Islamic porn” sites depicting alleged Muslim women huffing cock and riding the baloney pony. In 2001, the website for militant Muslim group Hamas was hacked so that surfers were led to “Hot Motel Horny Sex Sluts.” In 2002, an Islamic News Network TV program in the scaldingly fundamentalist Iranian province of Hamedan was interrupted with three minutes of hardcore sex. When Israeli troops occupied the West Bank town of Ramallah in 2002, they seized three of the city’s four television stations and broadcast nonstop pornography. And after their pillaging of Fallujah in May of 2004, U.S. troops reportedly littered the deeply religious Iraqi city with thousands of hardcore porno pictures.

In the same month, two pro-Muslim websites as well as the venerable Boston Globe were hoaxed with pictures purportedly depicting American soldiers sexually brutalizing anguished Iraqi maidens. In reality, the pictures were from staged pornographic shoots featured on “Iraq Babes,” a site hosted in Pennsylvania, and “Sex in War,” which originates in Hungary. (Apparently, the faux raping of Muslim chicks has become a cottage online porno industry since the war started.) A Tunisian website mistakenly declared that the photos were part of the Abu Ghraib prison scandal, where, if you’ll recall, American soldiers made actual S&M pornography using Muslim prisoners.

Yet I am not one to condemn our fine boys and girls over there doing a good job civilizin’ the sand people. As Salman Rushdie said, pornography is a sign of civilization. A pox upon those who call us savage imperialists. We have liberated the Evil Bearded Caveman Middle East. We have brought them freedom and pornography, and more importantly, the freedom to view pornography. Triple-X videos are said to be doing brisk business in Baghdad’s streets. And in once-prehistoric Afghanistan, satellite dishes are sprouting all over rooftops, tuned into hot naked action beamed from the wonderful, wonderful West. Phone sex is said to be all the rage in Saudi Arabia, and those crazy Turks have gone bonkers for gay porn.

Lift that burqa, baby. I wanna see what you got under there.
PARTY IS STILL ON!
DVD, SEXY LINGERIE, SEX TOYS,
ADULT PARTY GAMES ALL ON SALE!
Movies on Demand and for Preview!

FANTASY
FOR ADULTS ONLY
6 Metro Locations
General info 503.239.6969
www.fantasyforadultsonly.com

ACROPOLIS
Oregon’s very own internationally known
$4 Steak Specials
$1 Beers On Tap
300 Liquor Varieties
4 Huge Stages

LADIES!
TIRED OF IT ALL
THE HUSTLE?
COME WORK A HUSTLE-
FREE ENVIRONMENT

Featuring covergirl
Holly Foxxx

8325 SE McLoughlin • (503) 231-9611

NOW HIRING DANCERS
CALL (503) 932-3942
FOR DETAILS

THE Last Chance SALOON
COME CELEBRATE
CINCO DE MAYO
SATURDAY, MAY 5TH

Sun.-Thurs. Noon-Midnight
Fri./Sat. Noon-2:00am
12157 Portland Rd. • Gervais, OR 97026 • (503) 792-5100
Сообліс

“Where Nice Girls Go To Get Naughty”

Join Us At 11am For The Best 8 Hours
And The Best New Prices In Town
$2.99 Bento - Gyros - 1/2 lb. Burger

MILLER HIGH LIFE
$2 ALL DAY

CINCO CELEBRATION
MAY 4TH & 5TH
NEWLY REMODELED
VIP ROOM AVAILABLE
FOR PRIVATE PARTIES
CALL FOR DETAILS

ATTENTION HOT DANCERS:
COME DANCE IN A
GREAT ENVIRONMENT

IN-HOUSE BOOKING
CALL DOC (503) 481-1319

JOIN US NIGHTLY
FOR OUR MANAGER’S
MIDNIGHT MADNESS...
COME EARLY

IMPULSE IN
THE LUXURY
OF THE BEST
EXOTIC LOUNGE
ATMOSPHERE IN
THE CITY!

JOIN US FOR THE
DE LA HOYA FIGHT
ON THE 5TH

OPEN 11AM - 2:30AM 7 DAYS A WEEK
333 SE 122ND • (503) 481-1319
Victoria

The PDXBlackBook.com site was conceived to feature the spirit of performance within the exotic dancer world.

Performers like Victoria are shaping a new erotic art form, mixing elements of burlesque, pole work and unique styles never before seen in the world of exotic dance.

With exclusive photography, bios, schedules and a growing VIP gallery you’ll be sure to get the low down on the top entertainers and models in the great Pacific Northwest.

We stand head and shoulders above any other site!

If you are a model, dancer, performer interested in becoming part of our project call the number below and be sure to sign up in the free dancer directory.

Stay tuned for some exciting news.

Log in and be a part of a great community

www.pdxblackbook.com

Dancers call 503•515•1905 to get involved
SHOP ONLINE AND SAVE BIG!!!

www.frolicssuperstore.com

8845 NE Sandy Blvd., Portland, OR • 503-408-9640

NOW HIRING DANCERS 18yrs & older

FROLICS SUPERSTORE

A WIDE SELECTION OF NOVELTIES, GIFTS, LOTIONS, CREAMS, PERSONAL ADULT MAGAZINES, MEN'S AND WOMEN'S DANCEWEAR & LINGERIE.

NEW HAND-MADE SEQUINS AND FOIL MILLINERY ACCESSORIES

RENEW OUR FINE SELECTION OF LEATHER, RUBBER & METAL GEAR

COSTUME OR HIDE SELECTION OF LEATHER GEAR & METAL GEAR

GRANT SHOWS WITH NOGLASS $35 & UP

LIVE DANCERS 7 DAYS A WEEK 24 HOURS A DAY

NOW HIRING DANCERS 18yrs & older

STATE COME SEE OUR FEATURING THE HIGHEST QUALITY AND THE MOST ALLURE DOLLAR IN TOWN GROSS;

Maddox
DJ Kenoy, Knotty DJ Barrett Paul & DJ Mr. MuMu onstage!

6 of the hottest Go-Go Dancers in the world gyrating on catwalks suspended 7 feet in the air!

XOTICA-Go-Go is alive and Lust is afoot!

DANTE'S
SW 3RD & BURNSIDE • PORTLAND, OREGON
Naomi

The Hottest Models
Largest Selection
#1 in Customer Satisfaction

NEW LOCATION OPENING:
Private Rendezvous
9525 SW Beaverton Hillsdale Hwy
503.222.HOTT (4688)
CALL FOR DETAILS!

The Gentlemen's Choice in Private Lingerie Modeling

503.761.4040
12503 SE Division, C
24 Hours / 7 Days

503.644.5730
4345 SW Rose Biggi Ave.
Sun-Thu 10am-2am
Fri & Sat 10am-4am
secretpleasures.net
24 Hours / 7 Days

503.768.9235
SW 53rd & Barbur Blvd.